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NATIONAL PORTAL OF INDIA
A GLINT OF INDIA
(Courtesy: NATIONAL PORTAL OF INDIA)

Ø India is one of the oldest civilizations in the world with a kaleidoscopic variety and rich cultural
heritage.
Ø It covers an area of 3,287,590 sq. km (1,269,346 sq mi), extending from the Himalayas to the
tropical rain forests of the south.
Ø As the 7th largest country in the world, India stands apart from the rest of Asia, marked off as it is
by mountains and the sea, which give the country a distinct geographical entity.
Ø India is bounded by the Great Himalayas in the north, it stretches southwards and at the Tropic of
Cancer, tapers off into the Indian Ocean between the Bay of Bengal on the east and the Arabian Sea
on the west.
Ø Lying entirely in the northern hemisphere, the mainland extends between latitudes 8° 4' and 37° 6'
north, longitudes 68° 7' and 97° 25' east and measures about 3,214 km from north to south between
the extreme latitudes and about 2,933 km from east to west between the extreme longitudes.
Ø It has a land frontier of about 15,200 km. The total length of the coastline of the mainland,
Lakshadweep Islands and Andaman & Nicobar Islands is 7,516.6 km.
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Ministry of External affairs
INDIA AND OTHER NATIONS OF THE WORLD
(Courtesy: Ministry of External affairs)

INDIA and UAE
Ø His Highness Sheikh Abdullah Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, UAE Foreign Minister paid an official
visit to India on December 12, 2013 at the invitation of Hon’ble External Affairs Minister. He
earlier visited India in May, 2012 for bilateral discussions.
Ø During the visit, the two sides discussed bilateral, regional and other issues of mutual interest.
An agreement on Bilateral Investment Promotion and Protection was signed during the visit.
Ø India enjoys close and multifaceted comprehensive partnership with UAE which is our largest
trading partner. Our well-balanced bilateral trade has crossed US$ 74 billion during 2012-13.
The UAE is the tenth largest investor in India in terms of foreign direct investments. It
contributes significantly to India's energy security and is the fifth largest supplier of crude oil to
India. Our 1.9 million strong vibrant Indian community is the largest expatriate group in the
UAE.
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Planning Commission of India
Annual Plans
(Courtesy: Planning Commission of India)

Ø The Five Year Plans (FYPs) provide the overall direction and basic framework for policies,
programmes and schemes. These Five Year Plans are implemented through Annual Plans (APs).
Ø The AP is a key instrument for defining, justifying and scheduling activity implementation on an
annual basis.
Ø It provides an objective method of resource allocation reconciling the competing claims of various
departments and agencies, taking into account the broad national objectives and priorities.
Ø The Annual Plan is a joint exercise undertaken by the Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance &
other Central Ministries and State Governments.
Ø Each Annual Plan contains a review of an activity’s progress to date and, based on that analysis, an
implementation strategy and a detailed work programme for the coming year.
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NATIONAL EVENTS
Lalu Prasad granted bail
Ø After spending two months behind bars following his conviction in a fodder scam case, RJD chief
Lalu Prasad was granted bail by the Supreme Court, on the ground of parity with other convicts.
Ø A Bench of Chief Justice of India P Sathasivam and Justice Ranjan Gogoi allowed the bail plea after
underlining that more than two dozens similarly-placed convicts had been released on bail by the
Patna High Court.
Ø The court pointed out that the former Bihar CM had spent almost a year of his five-year sentence
during the pendency of the trial. The Bench left it to the trial court to decide the bail bonds, sureties
and other such conditions to be imposed on the former Member of Parliament.
Ø Lalu, who lost his membership of Parliament after being convicted, had submitted that out of the 44
persons convicted along with him in the case, 37 have been granted bail and no one's, except his bail
plea has been rejected.

Impact of NOTA
Ø Political parties have chosen to remain indifferent to ‘None of the Above’ (NOTA), an option given
to voters for the first time to reject all contestants, saying it is irrelevant because it did not impact the
outcome of the recent Assembly elections.
Ø While in Chhattisgarh, 3.07 per cent of the valid votes went to NOTA — the highest among the four
States for which results were declared — in Delhi, it was 0.63 per cent.
Ø Voters in Mizoram did not find the option interesting: very few exercised the choice, with figures
ranging from 36 to less than 200 hits.
Ø In Chhattisgarh even a marginal difference, of less than 0.75 per cent between the winning Bharatiya
Janata Party and the Congress came at a high price.
Ø The NOTA’s figures in the Left Wing Extremists-dominated areas of Bastar may as well be an
expression of disenchantment with electoral politics, as espoused by the Maoists, as it may be an
individual voter’s dislike for the candidates in fray in places like Chitrakot, where more than 10,000
voters chose the option.

World Food Project report
Ø A global report by the World Food Project (WFP) for 2013 on 169 countries has said that India has
the largest school feeding program in the world, catering to over 114 million children, but stands
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children.

Ø The report titled “State of School Feeding Worldwide, 2013” draws from a global survey conducted
by WFP in 2012 and a series of case studies and peer reviewed technical working papers undertaken
in collaboration with partner countries.
Ø The report lauds India’s mid-day meal scheme as “a good example of a mixed implementation
approach” with two procurement processes — one for food grains, which are subsidised Centrally
through the government-owned Food Corporation of India, and one for other items like fresh fruits or
vegetables, procured at the State level.

Aam Aadmi Party: a State party
Ø With the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) winning 28 of the 70 seats in the Delhi Assembly elections, the
Election Commission is all set to recognize it as a ‘State party.’
Ø The party was registered as a political party only in March this year.
Ø To get recognition as a State party, all the candidates set up by the party together should get a
minimum of eight per cent of the valid votes polled in the entire State or secure a minimum of six per
cent of the total votes polled and one Assembly seat for every 25 seats in that State.

Tarun Tejpal sent to 12-day judicial custody:
Ø Tehelka founder and former editor-in-chief Tarun Tejpal, who has been accused of sexually
assaulting his female colleague, was sent to 12-day judicial custody by a court in Goa.
Ø A lady journalist, employed with Tehelka, had accused Tejpal of sexually assaulting her twice on
November 7 and 8 in Goa. Tejpal has been booked under Section 354A (outraging the modesty of a
woman) and 376 (2)(K) (custodial rape) of IPC.
Ø The Goa Crime Branch also booked him under additional charges of wrongful restraint and wrongful
confinement, covered by Sections 341 and 342 of the IPC.
Ø Tejpal has also been booked under Section 376 (2) (f) of The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act,
applicable in circumstances where the rape has been committed by a person "being a relative,
guardian, or teacher or in a position of trust" towards the victim.

SC judgment on LGBT
Ø The Supreme Court bench did not cover itself with glory when it overturned a Delhi high court
verdict of 2 July 2009 that had effectively decriminalised homosexuality.
Ø Under section 377 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC), any sexual act of an “unnatural” nature could
attract penalties ranging from 10 years to a life sentence.
Ø Justice Singhvi, otherwise known for his pro-people stand, antagonised the huge LGBT
community, rights activists and netizens after this judgment.
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Ø The bench also shifted the onus on the Union government to make any amendment in the law,

saying: “Notwithstanding this verdict, the competent legislature shall be free to consider the
desirability and propriety of deleting section 377 of the IPC from the statute book or amend the
same as per the suggestion made by the attorney general.”

Cheapest Metro projects in the world
Ø Metro projects in India are the cheapest in the world due to availability of abundant manpower
resources , according to Urban Development Secretary Sudhir Krishna .
Ø While India was not manufacturing all the components, the key lies in the country's large population
which allows India to deploy more people in a project.
Ø Urbanization had gathered pace in India and presently the trend was that small and mid sized cities
were growing at a faster pace.( Urbanisation in India at present is 31.16%)

Indigenous LCA set to join IAF
Ø Even as the workhorse of the Indian Air Force, MiG-21, bowed out , indigenously developed Light
Combat Aircraft, Tejas, is just a formality away from passing into the hands of the force.
Ø Dubbed as the world’s lightest fighter, the tail-less little wonder is due to ceremonially earn its initial

operational clearance (IOC) and move closer to joining the IAF at its birthplace, Bangalore, on
December
20.
Ø The event will see its creator and developer, the Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) under

the DRDO, hand over an aircraft, along with the user manuals, in as good as battle-ready state to the
IAF.
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INTERNATIONAL
Bill of digital rights
Ø Over 500 leading authors across the world, including five Nobel laureates, signed an open letter
challenging the global mass surveillance of Internet and telephone communications by the U.S.
National Security Agency, describing the Agency’s snooping as a “theft” of data and a force
undermining democratic principles most recently.
Ø Hailing from 81 different nations the authors, including Margaret Atwood, J.M. Coetzee, Orhan
Pamuk, and Günter Grass called on the U.N. to create an international “bill of digital rights” that
would enshrine the protection of civil rights in the Internet age.
Ø They argued that the capacity of intelligence agencies to spy on millions of people’s digital
communications is turning everyone into potential suspects, with worrying implications for the way
societies work.
Ø The signatories comprised 22 Indian authors including Amitav Ghosh, Arundhati Roy, Girish
Karnad, Jeet Thayil, Mukul Kesavan, Ramchandra Guha, Tishani Doshi, Salil Tripathi and Suketu
Mehta.
Ø Following revelations since June 2013 by former NSA contractor-turned-whistleblower Edward
Snowden on the extent of surveillance across multiple nations, the authors’ letter comes a day after
the chief executives of leading tech firms such as Apple, Google, Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft
urged for sweeping changes to surveillance programmes to stop the erosion of public trust.

Euthanasia in Belgium
Ø The upper house of the Belgian Senate recently voted to extend a 2002 law legalizing euthanasia for
adults so that it includes incurably ill children.
Ø If the bill becomes law, Belgium would be the first European nation to allow the euthanasia of
terminally ill children.
Ø In The Netherlands, where euthanasia has been legal since 2002 when the "Termination of Life on
Request and Assisted Suicide Act" took effect, a recent poll published in the Journal of Medical
Ethics found that of 2,000 Dutch people polled, 21 percent believe euthanasia should be allowed for
those who are suffering from no illnesses, but who are simply "tired of living."
Ø If everyone who has even momentarily felt tired of living were subject to euthanasia, Earth might

soon resemble a ghost planet according to many concerned citizens.

Secrecy law passed in Japan
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Ø In an unusual late-night session with protesters chanting outside, Parliament passed a secrecy law
that the Prime Minister said would strengthen national security but opponents warned would stifle
democracy.
Ø Prime Minister Shinzo Abe used his governing coalition’s majority to get the bill approved by
Parliament in about four weeks, a blistering speed by the standards of Japan’s consensus-driven
political world.
Ø This brought howls of protest from opposition parties that Abe and his Liberal Democratic Party
were ramming through a potentially dangerous law without giving them, or the public, a chance to
understand it first.
Ø Abe says the law will improve Japan’s ability to manage delicate diplomatic, defence and
counterterrorism-related information, making it easier to share classified intelligence with allies like
the United States.

Peace documents signed between Govt and rebels of Congo
Ø Kinshasa and the M23 rebels signed documents in Nairobi, a month after the end of the fighting in
the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).
Ø The DR Congo government and M23 have respectively signed declarations including the “decision
by M23 to end rebellion and transform itself into a legitimate political party .
Ø Malawian President Joyce Banda also signed the document, on behalf of the 15-nation Southern
African Development Community (SADC).

Russia to step up its presence in the Arctic
Ø President Vladimir Putin has ordered the military to step up its presence in the Arctic after Canada
signalled it planned to claim the North Pole and surrounding waters.
Ø The tough and rapid response to Canada’s announcement reflected Russia’s desire to protect its oil
and natural gas interests in the pristine but energy-rich region amid competing claims there by
countries that also include Norway and Denmark.
Ø Canada filed a claim with the U.N. Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf concerning
the outer limits of its continental shelf in the Atlantic Ocean.

Unstable political condition in Thailand
Ø

The political unrest in Thailand against a popularly elected government is a clear sign that
democracy is yet to fully take root in that country.

Ø

Protestors, mainly belonging to the opposition Democrat Party, have besieged Bangkok for days
demanding that the government must resign.
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Ø

They are not willing to countenance Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra or her government even in
a caretaker role until a mid-term election that she has announced for February 2014 in a desperate
bid to quell the protests.

Ø

In a sense, this is a continuation of a crisis that preceded the 2011 election.

Marijuana to be legal in Uruguay
Ø The Uruguayan Senate passed a law allowing the citizens of this South American country to grow,
sell and smoke marijuana.
Ø The bill, passed after 11 hours of heated debate, is aimed at wresting the business from criminals.
This experiment is being watched by several countries, which are getting tired of the U.S.-led “war
on drugs” and working on drug liberalisation policies.
Ø Though consumption of marijuana is allowed in some countries, Uruguay has become the first
country in the world to allow its citizens to grow and sell it.
Ø The government-sponsored bill, approved by 16-13 votes in the Senate, would allow cannabis
consumers to buy 40 grams each month from state-regulated pharmacies as long as they are 18 years
and registered on a government database.
Ø The law would also allow Uruguayan citizens to grow up to six plants of marijuana in their homes a
year and set up smoking clubs of 15 to 45 members that could grow up to 99 plants every year.

Human Rights Day observed
Ø Human Rights Day was observed across the world on 10 December 2013 to bring to light the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 2013 .
Ø The UN General Assembly proclaimed 10 December as Human Rights Day in 1950, to bring to
the attention ‘of the peoples of the world’ the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as the
common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations.

Migrant labour and 2022 FIFA World Cup
Ø The widespread exploitation of migrant labourers in Qatar threatens to undermine whatever
prestige the country may have earned by winning the right to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
Ø In September this year, the Guardian had shone light on the deplorable treatment of contract
labourers — mostly from the Indian subcontinent — engaged in World Cup-related construction
projects.
Ø Since then, Amnesty International has meticulously documented serial violations of Qatar’s
labour laws by private contractors.
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Ø Migrant workers from Nepal, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are at the mercy of their Qatari
employers, thanks to the harsh systems in place to check illegal immigration.
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INDIA AND THE WORLD
India-US row
Ø The arrest of an Indian diplomat amid claims she had lied on a visa form for her domestic worker has
turned into a major row between Washington and Delhi with India’s national security adviser calling
her treatment “despicable and barbaric”.
Ø India summoned the US ambassador and announced that it was withdrawing a series of diplomatic
privileges to US officials. It also reopened a road that runs past the US embassy in Delhi but which
for several years has been blocked off for security reasons. Several Indian officials declined to meet
with members of a visiting US delegation.
Ø India has reacted with fury to the way its official has been treated, saying Indian diplomats living
abroad have for years taken their domestic workers with them and that host governments have had
few problems with the issue.
Ø Ms Richard’s Indian passport was subsequently revoked and she and her family were taken into
custody. Subsequent to that, the US authorities have been investigating the circumstances in which
she arrived in New York.
Ø A senior member of India’s main opposition party said India should arrest gay partners of US
diplomats living in India.

India and Maldives
Ø India will turn a new page in its long-standing ties with Maldives when it pledged a second
Advanced Light Helicopter, Dhruv, to the Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF).
Ø Maldivian Minister of Defence Mohamed Nazim, who is on a visit to India to strengthen bilateral
defence relations, unveiled the frame-marking of the indigenously-built ALH, which is being
prepared for transfer to the MNDF at the Indian Navy’s Southern Command .
Ø The ALH will be manned by Indian naval crew. India donated an ALH to the MNDF in 2010.
Ø Vice-Admiral Satish Soni, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the Southern Naval Command,
said India and the Maldives maintained close ties over the years and Indian naval ships and aircraft
were deployed for surveillance of the Maldivian exclusive economic zone at their request.
Ø The Maldives was a contributor to the security of Indian Ocean Region and senior naval hierarchy of
both countries shared excellent vibes.
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ECONOMY
Heavy penalty for insider trading
Ø The International Advisory Board (IAB) of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI),
suggested heavy penalty besides ‘naming and shaming’ to deal with insider trading and other
offences in the securities market.
Ø The IAB also suggested that the market regulator should publicize major insider trading cases in a
separate section on the SEBI website for easier access and encourage an effective whistle blowing
framework in the securities market by ensuring adequate legal protection of whistle blowers.
Ø The IAB, while deliberating on the formula-based determination of consent mechanism, suggested
judgmental variations in consent amount on a case-to-case basis so as to make it effectively deterrent
in nature.
Ø On real estate investment trusts (REITs), the IAB suggested for the gradual expansion of REITs to
include retail investments and a separate framework for infrastructure investment trusts.

India’s trade deficit with China
Ø India’s trade deficit with China this year has reached a record $29.5 billion, exceeding last year’s
annual figure, according to newly released trade data.
Ø The numbers underline the sharp decline in once-burgeoning trade, which reached $74 billion in
2011 when China became India’s biggest trading partner.
Ø Trade between the two countries was down by 2.7 per cent year-on-year, even as China’s overall
global trade rose 7.7 per cent. This was driven by an export sector that has continued to show signs
of revival, growing 12.7 per cent and marking the second straight month of rising exports.
Ø Among China’s biggest trading partners, trade with the U.S. was up by 7.6 per cent. China’s trade
with Southeast Asian countries showed the biggest growth, growing 10.9 per cent.
Ø Trade between the two countries has grown more than 50 times since 2006, when the Nathu La pass,
between Sikkim and the Shigatse prefecture in Tibet, was reopened. Most of the trade is made up of
imports of Indian goods into Tibet, which reached $12 million last year.

Air India to join Star Alliance
Ø Paving the way for Air India's entry into the largest global airlines' grouping, Star Alliance
has unanimously decided to recommence the national carrier's integration process that was
suspended in 2011.
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Ø The Alliance had put the proposal for Air India's entry into the grouping on hold since July 2011 on
the grounds that the airline had not fulfilled major conditions to join it, a charge the Indian carrier
had then denied.
Ø Air India was originally accepted as a future member of Star Alliance in December 2007, but the
integration process was halted in July 2011.
Ø At one stage, Jet Airways was also vying with Air India to join the same grouping.
Ø Once the airline becomes a member, its passengers would enjoy major benefits, including seamless
transfers on travel across the world, more frequent flyer mileage points, code- sharing leading to a
wider choice of flights and access to over 1,000 lounges at airports worldwide.
Ø The Star Alliance network offers 21,900 daily flights to 1,328 airports in 195 countries.

IOCL tops Fortune India 500 list
Ø State-run Indian Oil Corp has emerged as the country's biggest company in terms of annual revenue,
followed by Mukesh Ambani-led private sector giant Reliance Industries at the second place, as per
an annual list of Fortune 500 companies in India.
Ø This year's list of the country's 500 largest corporations, compiled by the global business magazine
Fortune's Indian edition, shows that there are as many as seven energy companies in the top 10 list.
Ø Indian Oil Corp (IOC) was the biggest with annual revenue of Rs 4,75,867 crore, followed by
Reliance Industries (RIL) with a full-year revenue of Rs 4,09,883 crore.
Ø This is followed by Bharat Petroleum (Rs 2,44,822 crore) at the third place and Hindustan Petroleum
(Rs 2,17,771 crore) at fourth.
Ø Other entities in the list are State Bank of India (5th rank), Tata Motors (6th), Oil & Natural Gas
Corpn (7th), Tata Steel (8th), Essar Oil (9th) and Coal India (10th).
Ø Other companies in the list include Bharti Airtel (12th), ICICI Bank (14th), NTPC (15th), * Tata
Consultancy Services (18th) and Infosys (27th).

Five new solar power projects
Ø Global solar power plant development company, Rays Power Experts has signed agreement for
setting up 5 new projects totalling 15 MW of solar power capacity before March 2014 with an
estimated investment of $27 million.
Ø The projects are mainly in the in the Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR).
Ø Targeting to complete 150 MW of solar power capacity by the end of this financial year, Rays Power
Experts has set its eye to become a leading player of the solar power industry.
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Ø The company has successfully accomplished all its committed projects of 29 MW for 11 projects in
2.5 months by end of September 2013. Over Rs. 750 crores have already been invested to get to this
great number of 100 MW achieved so far.

FCNR deposit scheme
Ø In the three-month period between September and November when the Reserve Bank of India
announced a special concessional dollar swap window to attract FCNR (B) deposits and foreign
currency borrowings through which it raised $34 billion, thereby providing enough stability to rupee,
Indian banks have emerged on top in mobilising the deposits.
Ø According to banking sources, HDFC Bank has emerged as the top FCNR (B) deposit mobiliser
accounting for over 10 per cent of the total fund raised within the scheme.
Ø The total deposits mobilised by the bank stood at over $3.3 billion. ICICI Bank emerged as the
second biggest player and mobilised deposits close to $2 billion under this scheme. Axis Bank and
the state-owned State Bank of India have also garnered around $1.5 billion each.
Ø Among the foreign banks Citibank came on top with deposits close to $1.7 billion under the FCNR
(B) deposit category and Standard Chartered Bank managed to mobilise over $1 billion.
Ø HDFC Bank feels that its approach to reach out to all types of clients have led it to emerge on top
even though their presence is relatively smaller as compared to those of some other banks.

BSE Sensex hits record highs
Ø BSE Sensex rose to a record high as stocks of blue chips surged after main opposition party
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), widely seen by investors as being more business friendly, swept three
out of four key Assembly elections held since last month.
Ø ICICI Bank provisionally rose 4.5 per cent, while Larsen & Toubro gained 3.9 per cent.
Ø The benchmark BSE Sensex gained as much as 2.3 per cent to a record high of 21,483.74 points,
surpassing its previous peak hit on November 3.
Ø It provisionally rose 1.4 per cent.The NSE Nifty index rose as much as 2.5 per cent to an all-time
high of 6,415.25, surpassing its previous peak hit in January 2008. It provisionally closed up 1.7
percent.
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SCIENCE AND TECH
Mars craft course
Ø ISRO did the first of its four small, planned course corrections on the Mars-bound Indian spacecraft
at dawn.
Ø The spacecraft, ejected from the earth’s orbit on December 1, was said to be cruising some 23 lakh
km away from earth.
Ø Controllers of its various systems met at tracking centre ISTRAC in the evening to take stock of its
situation and plan the operation, called trajectory correction man oeuvre (TCM). Team ISRO calls it
fine-tuning of its course.
Ø India became the first Asian country and the fourth nation in the world to leap into the interplanetary
space with its Rs.450-crore exploratory mission to Mars, about 400-million km (250 million miles)
from earth.
Ø So far, only Russia, US and the European Space Agency (ESA) have undertaken such missions to
Mars.

Genetically-modified crops
Ø Scientists and others, who are in favour of genetically-modified (GM) food crops, have got support
from an unexpected quarter — a Nobel laureate.
Ø Richard J. Roberts, who won the Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine in 1993, made a forceful
case for promoting research on GM food crops and their use for public consumption, saying they
were needed to at least take care of vitamin and other deficiencies in the developing world.
Ø Describing the protest by “green” parties in Europe against GM crops as a “crime against humanity,”
he particularly drew attention to the project to produce a GM rice variety for tackling the problem of
Vitamin A deficiency in India and other countries.

Anti-depressant drug
Ø The U.S. health regulator has approved the generic versions of Eli Lilly & Company’s Cymbalta, a
drug to treat depression, paving the way for various Indian pharmaceutical companies to launch their
products in the U.S. market.
Ø The U.S. Food and Drug Administration today approved first generic versions of Cymbalta
(duloxetine delayed-release capsules)as prescription medicine which is to be used in treating
depression and other conditions.

Earth's poles are shifting
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Ø Climate change is causing the North Pole's location to drift, owing to subtle changes in Earth's
rotation that result from the melting of glaciers and ice sheets.
Ø The finding suggests that monitoring the position of the pole could become a new tool for
tracking global warming.
Ø Computer simulations had suggested that the melting of ice sheets and the consequent rise in sea
level could affect the distribution of mass on the Earth's surface. This would in turn cause the
Earth's axis to shift, an effect that has been confirmed by measurements of the positions of the
poles.
Ø The wobble in Earth's axis of rotation is a combination of two major components, each with its
own cause. One is called the Chandler wobble and is thought to arise because the Earth is not
rigid. Another is the annual wobble, related to Earth's orbit around the sun.
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SPORTS
ICC's Hall of Fame
Ø Pakistan's pace bowling great Waqar Younis and former Australian wicket-keeper Adam Gilchrist
were inducted into cricket's Hall of Fame.
Ø Waqar joins Hanif Mohammad and former team-mates Imran Khan, Javed Miandad and Wasim
Akram as the Pakistanis in the exclusive club. Gilchrist will be the 19th Australian male inductee.
Ø Waqar claimed 373 wickets in 87 Tests and 416 wickets in 262 one-day internationals before retiring
after the 2003 World Cup. He now works as a television commentator.

IOA amends constitution
Ø IOA’s amended clause clearly states that where charges have been framed by any court in India, in
respect of an offence which is of serious nature under Indian Penal Code/ Prevention of Corruption
Act in which punishment of imprisonment of more than 2 years is prescribed then the member/office
bearer/member of executive council of IOA will resign immediately and if not they will be
provisionally suspended and will not be eligible to contest in elections and the case will be referred
to IOA Ethics Commission for further guidance.
Ø The House unanimously decided to amend the relevant clause in IOA constitution which would bar
charge-framed persons from contesting elections.

ICC Player of the Year
Ø Australian captain Michael Clarke has been announced as the winner of the Sir Garfield Sobers
trophy for ICC Cricketer of the Year and was also named as the ICC Test Cricketer of the Year.

Ø Kumar Sangakkara, Cheteshwar Pujara, Kevin O'Brien, Suzie Bates, Sarah Taylor, Umar Gul,
Mahela Jayawardena and Richard Kettleborough among other winners.
Ø Clarke has been joined on the winners' list by Sri Lanka's Kumar Sangakkara, who was named ICC
ODI Cricketer of the Year, and India's Cheteshwar Pujara, who claimed his first-ever ICC award
after being named the ICC Emerging Cricketer of the Year.
Ø Also joining Pujara on the winners list for the first time are New Zealand captain Suzie Bates, who
won the ICC Women's ODI Cricketer of the Year award, Pakistan fast bowler Umar Gul, whose five
for six against South Africa won him the ICC T20I Performance of the Year award, Ireland's Kevin
O'Brien, who won the Associate and Affiliate Cricketer of the Year award, and Richard
Kettleborough of the Emirates Elite Panel of ICC Umpires, who won the David Shepherd Trophy for
ICC Umpire of the Year.
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Ø England's Sarah Taylor clinched the ICC Women's T20I Cricketer of the Year award for the second
year in a row, while Sri Lanka's Mahela Jayawardena won his second ICC Spirit of Cricket award,
this time for walking without waiting for an umpire's decision when batting on 91 against New
Zealand in Galle in November 2012.

Star India to be Indian cricket team's sponsor
Ø Star India bid Rs 1.92 crore per match for bilateral series, and Rs 61 lack per match for ICCsponsored tournaments. The group now holds the rights from January 1, 2014, to March 31, 2017.
Ø The rights include the right to be called the official team sponsor, and to display a commercial logo
on the men's, women's, Under-19 and A teams' kits.
Ø As a matter of fact, Star now holds all three important rights: broadcasting, series title and team
sponsorship.
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IN THE NEWS (PERSONS)
Michelle Bachelet
Ø Chile's once and future President Michelle Bachelet won runoff election after promising profound
changes in society in response to years of street protests.
Ø With 90 percent of the votes counted, Bachelet had an unbeatable 62 percent to 38 percent for the
center-right's Evelyn Matthei, who conceded defeat.
Ø A moderate socialist, Bachelet served as president in 2006-2010, then ran the United Nation's
women's agency from New York as her successor, conservative Sebastian Pinera, was confronted
with widespread demonstrations for change.
Ø She has a new center-left coalition and promises to finance education with higher corporate taxes,

reduce the wealth gap, protect the environment and reform the constitution.

D Shivakumar
Ø Global beverages and snacks major PepsiCo roped in former Nokia head for emerging markets,
including India, D Shivakumar as its Chairman and CEO, India Region.
Ø The company also elevated Gautham Mukkavilli, current General Manager for PepsiCo India
Beverages, as Senior Vice President, Business Transformation AMEA (Asia, Middle East and
Africa), effective March 1, 2014.
Ø In this new role, Mukkavilli will oversee a range of strategic initiatives in both foods and beverages
across Asia, Middle East and Africa.

Mary Barra
Ø General Motors picked Mary Barra, its product development chief and a 33-year company veteran,
as its next CEO. She will become the first woman to head any major car company.
Ø Ms. Barra, who joined GM in 1980, is currently in charge of design, engineering and quality for all
of GM’s vehicles across the globe and has shepherded most of the company’s recent new vehicle
introductions.
Ø Under her command, GM rolled out brawny new full-size pickup trucks, the Chevrolet Silverado and
GMC Sierra, and the Chevrolet Impala full-size car, which earned the highest score for a sedan in
testing by Consumer Reports magazine.

Ranjan Mathai
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Ø Ranjan Mathai, former Foreign Secretary of India, has taken over as the country’s next High
Commissioner to the United Kingdom.
Ø Mr. Mathai succeeds Jaimini Bhagwati, who retired recently.
Ø Born on May 24, 1952, Mr. Mathai joined the Indian Foreign Service in 1974, after completing Post
Graduate studies in Political Science at the University of Poona.
Ø He served in Indian Missions in Vienna, Colombo, Washington, Tehran and Brussels.
Ø As Joint Secretary (BSM) in the Ministry of External Affairs in New Delhi (January 1995 to
February 1998), he headed the Division dealing with India’s relations with Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Myanmar and Maldives.
Ø He was the Ambassador of India to Israel from February 1998 to June 2001 and to Qatar from
August 2001 to July 2005.
Ø He next held the post of Deputy High Commissioner of India to the UK in London from August
2005 to January 2007.
Ø He served as the Ambassador of India to France with concurrent accreditation to the Principality of
Monaco from January 2007 till he assumed the office of Foreign Secretary from August 2011 to July
2013.

Abdul Kader Mullah
Ø Bangladesh has executed Islamist opposition leader Abdul Kader Mullah for war crimes in a move
likely to ignite violent protests less than a month before elections are due.
Ø The 65-year-old was convicted of being a leader of a pro-Pakistan militia in 1971 that killed some of
Bangladesh's top professors, doctors, writers and journalists.
Ø He was convicted of rape and mass murder, including the killing of more than 350 unarmed civilians.
Ø Prosecutors described him as the "Butcher of Mirpur", a Dhaka suburb where he committed most of
the atrocities.
Ø Mullah is the first Islamist leader executed after being convicted by a special war crimes court.
Ø He was assistant secretary-general of the Jamaat-e-Islami party, which is barred from contesting the
elections but plays a key role in the opposition movement led by the Bangladesh Nationalist Party
(BNP).
Ø The hanging took place just hours after the country's Supreme Court dismissed his appeal for a final
review of his death sentence, removing the last legal option against his execution.

Pope Francis
Ø Pope Francis has been named Person of the Year by Time magazine.
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Ø NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden was runner-up.
Ø Jorge Mario Bergoglio, the then cardinal archbishop of Buenos Aires, was made Pope last March. He
named himself Francis after a 12th Century Italian saint who turned his back on an aristocratic
lifestyle to work with the poor.
Ø Since then, he has eschewed some of the more regal trappings of high office, made headlines by
washing the feet of prisoners, and is planning some major reforms to the Church.
Ø This is the third time a Pope has received the recognition from Time magazine. John Paul II was
selected in 1994 and John XXIII was chosen in 1962.
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Selected Editorials of Importance
Managing Modi and Moody’s
(Courtesy: Business Line)

Faced with the impending reality of a general election and the difficulty in adhering to fiscal targets to avert
a global credit rating downgrade, the Centre has come up with a familiar ‘solution’: window-dressing. Last
week, it announced a Rs 7,200-crore package to enable sugar mills to clear cane payment arrears to farmers.
However, this money — equal to their total excise liability over the last three sugar seasons — will not be
disbursed through the exchequer. It will, instead, be lent out by banks. The Centre has promised to meet the
interest burden of up to 12 per cent on these loans. It is a stratagem that leaves almost everyone happy. The
Centre gets to earn brownie points for ensuring discharge of growers’ dues without ostensibly incurring
much fiscal cost; the banks earn 12 per cent on loans that are backed by Central guarantee; and it hardly
needs to be explained why the mills and the farmers aren’t unhappy.
A similar approach has been adopted for fertiliser. The Union Budget for the current fiscal had allocated Rs
65,971.53 crore towards fertiliser subsidy. This amount is already exhausted thanks to the policy of keeping
urea prices unchanged and forcing companies to reduce farmgate prices of even ‘decontrolled’ non-urea
fertilisers. But rather than providing for additional subsidy via supplementary demand for grants, the Centre
has got banks to extend 60-day bridge loans to the cash-strapped industry. It has agreed to bear 8 per cent of
the total 10.7 per cent interest cost on these loans to firms against future subsidy receivables. Until now, a
sum of Rs 15,500 crore has been approved under this ‘special banking arrangement’. Just as in sugar, this
stratagem will impose no explicit fiscal costs, apart from the interest subvention on the monies borrowed by
the companies.
Such schemes may seem like an effective way of addressing the challenges posed by politics (Narendra
Modi) and rating agencies (Moody’s). But at the end of the day, such expediency, which is essentially an
attempt to window-dress accounts, will not convince anybody. In the past, the Centre had issued special
bonds in lieu of paying subsidy in cash to fertiliser firms, oil marketing companies and the Food Corporation
of India. In his 2010-11 Budget speech, former finance minister Pranab Mukherjee had promised to stop
issuing such bonds and bring “all subsidy related liabilities (directly) into our fiscal accounting”. The current
Finance Minister could do well to honour the spirit of this commitment and refrain from replacing bonds
with ‘special banking arrangements’. Postponing payment obligations is hardly the way to address fiscal
problems.

Bali burden

(Courtesy: The Indian Express)

Given that India has stakes in the success of multilateralism, the lack of an agreement at the Bali summit
would have been a disaster. It has to be said, then, that India's hardball tactics worked. Bali did not fail while
India largely got what it was fighting for — the right to hike its food subsidies till such time that various
distortions in the global subsidy agreement aren't fixed. For instance, subsidy calculations are based on
1986-88 prices while global wheat prices have more than doubled since. While developed countries were
willing to offer a ceasefire for four years, India managed to extend this till the time an agreement is reached.
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During this period, no country can take India to the WTO's dispute settlement board (DSB) arguing that its
food subsidies are excessive.
But caveats need to be added, and a larger examination must be made to ascertain whether Indian agriculture
will benefit from this in the long run. First, the caveat. No country can take India to the DSB as long as its
food subsidies, under the Food Security Act, for instance, do not distort global trade. But in a situation
where the Food Corporation of India has excessive foodgrain stocks and these are liquidated at prices lower
than what it costs the FCI, this can be construed as trade-distorting and can invite action by the WTO.
The larger issue relates to India's gains. Right now, India wants to be free to offer farmers whatever
minimum support prices (MSPs) it wants to buy their crops. But given that too much of wheat and rice is
being grown relative to other crops, and that too in states where it should not be grown — India would save
a lot of water if cultivation of these crops shifted to states like Bihar and West Bengal — farmers need to be
incentivised differently. The Bali win means MSPs can simply be hiked for other crops, but how do you
incentivise farmers in Bihar and West Bengal to move to wheat and rice if the FCI does little procurement
there? This is where the UIDAI comes in. India now has a system in place that can deliver income support
directly — in keeping with farm acreage, for instance — which will make farming more efficient and, under
the WTO system, is not considered trade-distortive. The win at Bali means India is free to expand its
inefficient system of subsidies till a fiscal breakdown. A pyrrhic victory, at best.

Talk of war and peace
(Courtesy: THE HINDU)

The denial by Nawaz Sharif of his “fourth war over Kashmir” remark, and his reiteration that problems with
India have to be resolved through peaceful methods, came not a moment too soon. The Pakistan Prime
Minister had been quoted as saying that “Kashmir is a flashpoint and can trigger a fourth war between the
two nuclear powers at any time,” in his address to the “Azad Jammu and Kashmir Council” in Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir. Denying that he had ever made such a remark, his office put out a transcript of his
speech that had no mention of the word war. This is the second time that Mr. Sharif has had to deny words
attributed to him on India, the first when he was said to have made a personal remark against Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh. It can only mean one of two things: either Mr. Sharif speaks without thinking through the
impact of his words, only to regret it later; or what he says is deliberately distorted. Both have the same
effect, of vitiating the already bad bilateral atmosphere. In this instance, the reported talk of war set off
alarms in India, and was even seen in the context of the recent change at the top in the Pakistan Army. The
normally unflappable Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, in the thick of election season, jumped in to
respond with the remark that Pakistan would not be able to win a war against India “in my lifetime”. The
episode has shown up Pakistan and India in poor light for their inability to act like mature nations, falling
back instead on vocabulary more typical of quarrelsome people trying to settle scores.
Prime Minister Sharif was right to point out that Kashmir is a key issue in the list of problems between the
two countries. A resolution to the issue was close in 2006. Mr. Sharif would do well to examine
dispassionately the merits of the Musharraf-era proposals despite the bad history between him and
Pakistan’s former military ruler. This and the host of other issues, including Siachen, should be reason
enough for the two countries to get back to the negotiating table quickly. But inexplicably, even the simple
directive by the two Prime Ministers at their September meeting in New York asking their militaries to take
steps to strengthen the ceasefire on the Line of Control has not been carried out. For Mr. Sharif, who both
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before and after his election made no secret of his desire to make peace with India, the time to take
ownership of his government’s India policy is now, when his mandate is fresh. It would also help put the lid
on anti-Pakistan rhetoric on the Indian side in the run-up to the 2014 elections, and prevent the atmosphere
from worsening.

India needs cleaner air with cleaner resources
(Courtesy: THE ECONOMIC TIMES)

India is set to become the world's third largest energy consumer by 2020, after China and the United States.
With our burgeoning population and rapid industrialisation, domestic energy production cannot keep pace
with growing energy demand. Crude imports have grown annually at close to 10% in the last decade and
coal imports have grown at over 20% every year during the same time.
India's energy situation requires a three-pronged approach: to improve energy efficiency, accelerate
development of domestic resources, and promote the use of cleaner energy sources. As our economy and
population grow, the challenge will be to pursue economic imperatives alongside energy security;
environmental stewardship and good health for future generations, all at the same time. A major contribution
that the government can make is to become an enabler of cleaner, more reliable and affordable energy for
the people.
The onset of winter smog in Delhi has once again brought the issue of air pollution to the forefront and
rightly so. India has some of the most polluted cities in the world, ranking 126 out of 132 countries in a
global environmental performance index survey conducted by Yale and Columbia universities.
This air pollution is due to inefficient consumption of energy resources, industrial activities, a heavy
dependence on fossil fuels, and a rising vehicle population. Coal-based thermal power plants and industrial
boilers are key sources of nitrogen oxide and particulate matter and are among the major contributors to
declining air quality.
Air pollution has become the fifth major cause of deaths in India. The World Health Organisation estimates
an annual mortality number attributed to air pollution at a staggering 500,000. The economic impact of
pollution and environmental degradation has cost the country $80 billion, equivalent to 3% of GDP,
according to the World Bank.

As a country, we may be facing a shortage of domestic gas supply in the interim, but natural gas is an
abundant resource. The International Energy Agency calculates that gas will last more than 230 years at
current consumption rates. It is the cleanest fossil fuel as it has relatively low carbon dioxide emissions.
Other emissions like sulphur oxide, nitrogen oxide, particulates, and heavy metals are also significantly less
than other fuels.
India needs more exploration and domestic production to keep up with demand, and we welcome the recent
initiatives proposed by the ministry of petroleum and natural gas in this regard. But it is important that this
longer-term initiative is complemented by natural gas or liquefied natural gas.
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What is needed to meet India's energy requirements is a balanced energy mix. Globally, it is well established
there is no silver bullet to achieve this. But any plan to create a balanced energy mix that addresses
environmental concerns for India should put natural gas at its centre. Gas is a clean fuel uniquely positioned
to address the country's energy challenges and can play a central role on apathway to allow carbon, low
pollution energy system with an increasing share of renewable energy.
Further delays in use of natural gas and other cleaner fuels will only increase the use of environmentally
inefficient fuels, thereby exacerbating pollution. China and other southeast Asian countries are already
dealing with problems associated with extreme levels of air pollution. We can choose to learn from the
experiences in these countries by early adoption of the measures to address this problem.
India should nothave to make unnecessary trade-offs between growth and competitiveness, health and
environmental sustainability and energy security. An energy system with greater efficiency, more natural
gas and a growing share of renewable energy makes available a pathway without this trade-off to the benefit
of our nation and the good of our people.
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MCQs
:: NATIONAL ::
Q1.
i) Feminization of poverty refers to women representing a disproportionate share of the world’s poor.
ii) It was Delhi that polled the largest number of ‘none of the above’ (NOTA) votes — an option available
for the first time to voters to reject all the candidates.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: a
Q2.
i) The Supreme Court issued an order that red beacon lights without flashers would be used on the vehicles
of only high constitutional functionaries and blue beacon lights will be used only on emergency services and
police.
ii) The apex court bench was headed by Justice Ranjan Gogoi.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: a
Q3.

i) A marathon 'run for unity' was organised by Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) across the country in honor of
Mahatma Gandhi.
ii) The revised Code of Conduct for Ministers (both Union and States)has a new provision as per which
Ministers cannot force civil servants to take decisions that may be in conflict with their duties and
responsibilities.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a) only i
b) only ii
c) both i and ii
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d) neither i nor ii
Ans: b

:: INTERNATIONAL ::
Q4.

i) Though consumption of marijuana is allowed in some countries, Portugal has become the first country in
the world to allow its citizens to grow and sell it.
ii) An open letter challenging the global mass surveillance of Internet and telephone communications by the
U.S. National Security Agency has signatories comprising Indian authors like Amitav Ghosh, Arundhati
Roy.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: b
Q5.

i) Iran has welcomed the decision by the United States to impose new sanctions, as a step to protect the spirit
of the recently signed Geneva nuclear accord, which promised to revive Tehran’s ties with the West.
ii) Belgium is all set to become the first country to allow euthanasia for terminally ill children with no age
restrictions.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a) only i
b) only ii
c) both i and ii
d) neither i nor ii
Ans: b

:: ECONOMY ::
Q6.

i) In a major sign of transformation of manufacturing-dominated Chinese economy, annual output of its
service sector may exceed that of the manufacturing sector for the first time ever in 2013.
ii) Banks need to maintain cash reserve ratio or statutory liquidity ratio on FCNR deposits.
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Which of the above statement/statements is/are NOT true?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: b
Q7.

i) The Centre has initiated the process to set up the 8th Central Pay Commission that will come to effect
from 2016 onwards.
ii) CCI has recently approved a LNG (liquefied natural gas) terminal project of the Gujarat State Petroleum
Corporation at Mundra.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a) only i
b) only ii
c) both i and ii
d) neither i nor ii
Ans: b

:: INDIA AND THE WORLD ::
Q8.

i) The case of Devyani Khobragade is the first instance of an IFS officer charged with human trafficking in
US.
ii) The SFJ complaint against Ms. Sonia Gandhi invokes the federal court jurisdiction over the case based on
Alien Tort Statute and the Torture Victim Protection Act of 1992 giving the survivors of human rights
abuses the right to sue the perpetrators in the US.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a) only i
b) only ii
c) both i and ii
d) neither i nor ii
Ans: b

:: SCIENCE AND TECH ::
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Q 9.

i) The Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission Phase-1 (JNNSM) is going to make India a global leader in
the development of solar power as its green growth agenda increased the installed capacity of solar power
from around 30 MW to more than 2,000 MW.
ii) A solar park in Charanka which is the largest solar park in Asia is situated in Tamil Nadu.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: a
Q10.

i) Scientists have found evidence of an ancient freshwater lake on Mars well suited to support microbial life.
ii) Scientists have produced hydrogen by accelerating a natural process found in rocks deep below the
Earth's surface, a short-cut that may herald the wider use of what is a clean fuel.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are false?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: d

:: IN THE NEWS ::
Q11.

i) Michelle Bachelet won Chile presidency and will be holding the office for second time.
ii) The swanky expanded international airport in Bangalore was named after Bangalore's founder
Kempegowda, a chieftain who ruled the city in the 16th century under the Vijayanagara empire.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are false ?

a) only i
b) only ii
c) both i and ii
d) neither i nor ii
Ans: d
Q12
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i) Pope Francis has been selected by Time magazine as the Person of the Year.
ii) Ayurvedic doctor-turned-politician Raman Singh was sworn in as chief minister of Chhattisgarh for the
second consecutive term .
Which of the above statement/statements is/are true?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: a
Q13.

i) Human Rights Day is observed across the World on 10 December.
ii) Jaimini Bhagwati has taken over as the country's next High Commissioner to the UK.
Which of the above statement/statements is/are false?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Only i
Only ii
Both i and ii
Neither i nor ii

Ans: b
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http://www.upscportal.com/civilservices/study-kit/ips-lce

Ø Armed Police Forces (CAPF)

http://upscportal.com/civilservices/study-kit/capf

Study Kit for Other Examinations:
Ø

SSC Combined Graduate Level (Tier - I)
http://sscportal.in/community/study-kit/cgl

Ø SSC Combined Graduate Level Examination (Tier - II)
http://sscportal.in/community/study-kit/cgl-tier-2

Ø SSC Combined Higher Secondary Level (10+2) Examination
http://sscportal.in/community/study-kit/chsle

